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The Disposition of these Architect-Curators

What is the disposition {disposizione} to curate? 
The curator is a caretaker; one who busies themselves in taking caring of [, in curing,] that which is given. But this caretaker isn’t just any old scrubber. Those things that are given to the curator are taken as given to be meaningful. Further, it’s taken as given that to care to be offered to this meaning is to make more sense of it. The disposition of the curator, then, is to make sense of that which is given, given that it be meaningful to begin with, and that more meaning might be made of it by disposing it sensibly.  It is through this minimal difference - between the meanings that are given and those that are made sensible – that the specific disposition of any particular curator comes to light.  That is, any curatorial gesture is legible only to the degree that it exhibits a tension between the parts of the bequeath – between that which must be taken as given – and the sense that has been made on account of its being disposed.

What is the apparatus​[1]​ {dispositivo} of this curator? 
This is, of course, the white paint, the sequence, the titles cards and the index.  Every curatorial event begins by obscuring the trace of prior curatorial events, painting them out with white paint.  We might say that every curatorial epoch is defined by two thin layers of paint.  Next, the gift must be put into a sensible order; it must be disposed of literally.  Each part must be arranged in relation to the whole, but also with an eye for any aspect of the situation that might contribute to the sense of things (usually, any part not yet painted white).  Each of these parts must then be given a title card that entitles the given, and takes the measure of it with some conventional empirical information (author, date, place of origin, medium etc).  Finally the event – its titles, empirical information, literal disposition, time and place – must be recorded in an index.  

Clearly, this is a minimal apparatus.  It exhibits its carefulness by restraining itself to the merest, most minimal of gestures.  How does it make sense of things?  The curator does not make sense of the gift through iconic re-presentation; no new images are made.  Neither does the curator use symbols; since the text of the titles are also a given - and the titles are always ‘untitled’, anyhow – symbolic re-presentation is also withheld.  Rather, taking the index to stands for the curatorial apparatus per se, we might say that the curator's mode of representation is Indexical​[2]​.  That is, the white paint, the ‘untitled’ title cards, the sequencing, and the printed index itself, re-present that which is given simply by pointing to it (separating, marking, directing, listing).  The curator makes sense of that which is given only through a gesture of selective taking. The apparatus of the curator exhibits its specific disposition only by pointing, within all that is given, to those things that it has taken as being given to be meaningful.


What is the apparatus of these architect-curators?
The architectural designs exhibited in this book use similar means to those of the curator.  To begin with, there is no shortage of white paint.  Each of these architectural ‘events’ begins by abstracting some part of Florence; something of Florence is carefully re-drawn, separated from its context, suspended on a white ground.  We could say that the ‘epoch’ of each design proposal is defined by this first suspension.  Next, the parts that have been taken are arranged sensibly - in relation to each other, but always with an eye for anything else in the situation that might contribute further to the sense of things.  There are plenty of titles to help, and plenty of empirical supporting data (authors, dates, places of origin, mediums etc), and there is clearly a fetish for the way that these parts, their titles, and the supporting data is ordered, sequenced and indexed.  There is, of course, no shortage of Iconic or Symbolic gestures, either; this is a book full of new images, and none of them go ‘untitled’.  But these architects are, after all, only half-curators; they are not so withheld. Nonetheless, we might still see their mode of representation as principally Indexical; the selective re-drawings and their white grounds, the title cards, the sequencing, and the indices themselves are always concerned to take a measure of things, and point us back to them.  

What is the disposition of this architecture?
Using this apparatus, these architect-curators are disposed to make sense of that which is given, and – through careful gestures of selective taking - to make more meaning by disposing it sensibly.  What is given to them is Florence - its histories, objects, technologies, and environment - but also Architecture – that is, the latent potency of their own apparatus.  So, although these projects work with the history of Florence, and that of architecture, they are not necessarily historicist. These architectural designs – like all curatorial gestures - are legible only to the degree that they exhibit a difference between the meaning of the things that they house, and the new sense made by their disposition​[3]​.  It’s natural, then, that the literal disposition of these building designs is a little ‘different’.  That’s necessary, if they are to exhibit, not only what Architecture offers Florence, but also what Florence offers Architecture.  Using the minimal apparatus of the curator, the literal disposition of these building designs is arranged to maximize the way in which the location, sequencing and enframing of objects can help to make sense of the city, exhibiting – ultimately - architectures latent potential to organise.








^1	  Using his broad term ‘Apparatus’ {Dispositif}, Foucault denotes “a heterogeneous set that includes virtually anything, linguistic and non-linguistic, under the same heading: discourse, institutions, buildings, laws, police measures, philosophical propositions, and so on.” Clearly, almost everything is an Apparatus. Offering an etymology of the term that traces its significance through the works of Hippolyte, Hegel and the early Greek theologians, Agamben reminds us that which is not Apparatus.  In its theological context, the term denotes an act of separation between that which is properly given – Being as such - and that which is properly part of the economy – the apparatus of the ‘household management of the world’. Every apparatus is, then, a means by which humanity attempts to subject the given to its rational ends, but also – simultaneously – a means by which that which is given is revealed to us. Giorgio Agamben, What is an Apparatus?, Stanford 2009
^2	  We invoke here Peirce’s classification of representative characteristics.  “The Index [as opposed to the Icon, or the Symbol] asserts nothing; it only says “There!” It takes hold of our eyes, as it were, and forcibly directs them to a particular object, and there it stops”.Charles Sanders Peirce, On the Algebra of Logic, American Journal of Mathematics 7, 1885
^3	  While highlighting the sense that is made simply by disposing of things – either through the curator’s selective inclusion, or the architects selective indexing – we have in mind Ranciere’s term ‘The Distribution of the Sensible’.  Ranciere reminds us that artistic practices are political prior to any self-conscious response to politics and, further, that politics is aesthetic prior to any self-conscious response to artistic practices. The commensurability of politics and aesthetics is that they both effect a ‘Distribution of the Sensible’; they are both “systems of self evident facts of sense perception that simultaneously disclose the existence of something in common and the delimitations that define the respective parts and positions within it.”Jacques Ranciere, The Politics of Aesthetics, Continuum, 2006[Note to printer. Omit any square brackets, and these notes, prior to print.Note to translator. Omit italian translation in brackets.  Omit any text in square brackets.  The following words should be translated as below:dispose>disporredisposed>dispostodisposition>disposizioneapparatus>dispositivocurator>curatorecure>curacaretaker>custodescrubber>bidello]
